Plasma generator: design of six stage cockcroft-walton voltage multiplier 12 kV for impulse voltage generation
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Abstract
Cockcroft-Walton (CW) voltage multiplier is a voltage booster circuit with an array of series-connected only diodes and capacitors. In this research, voltage multiplier is designed to generate voltage up to 12 kV that the modified 6-stage constructed generator. It is designed as circuit charger of storage capacitor (CS) to generate combination wave impulse application which following standard those set in IEC (International Electrotecnical Commission) 61000-4-5 class 4. CS should be charged up to 4 kV according this standard. High impulse voltage and current works repeatedly in a short time, so the charging system is expected to reach targeted voltage within a maximum time of 10 seconds. Besides charging is also required to design of circuit discharger for discharging electric charge inside the CS. It is expected to reach 0 kV within a maximum time of 15 seconds with overdamped technique. There are three results of the research projects such as output voltage of CW voltage multiplier before connecting CS, charging time of CS, and discharging time of CS. The result showed that CW voltage multiplier can generate up to 12.01 kV on simulation and 11.9 kV on experiment. CS can be charged up to 4 kV in 9.8 seconds on simulation and 7.9 seconds on experiment. CS can be discharged in 14.2 seconds on simulation and 10 seconds on experiment. These results are in accordance with the expectation.
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1. Introduction
Cockcroft-Walton (CW) voltage multiplier is a multilevel voltage multiplier that is often used in many ways due to its components are only from diodes and capacitors [1, 2]. These voltage multiplier convert the alternating current (AC) voltage at the input side to a higher DC current [3]. Some examples of the use of the Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier circuit in everyday life are in X-Ray, electron microscope, precipitator, accelerator, insulator tester, nitrogen laser, and so on [4-12]. These applications are successfully made due to they have designed CW voltage multiplier by calculating component values [13, 14]. The design of CW voltage multiplier begins with determining the desired DC output voltage value and knowing the value of AC input voltage available. These values are used for the determination of many levels of CW voltage multiplier. Many of these levels are classified as CW voltage multiplier that the classifications are voltage doublers, triples, quadruplers and so on [15]. After the determination of many levels in the circuit is the determination of the value of diodes and capacitors to be adjusted to the use of CW voltage multiplier [16].

One of the uses of CW voltage multiplier is the charging of storage capacitors (CS) in the impulse voltage current generator or combination wave generator. It is still difficult to obtain on the market, but the need for such equipment to test of protecting equipment against the lightning strike is needed, both at the time of testing and during the design process. It follows the established standards of IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) 61000-4-5. The CS charging constraint in previous research is a charging device derived from a step up transformer. The step-up transformer has various disadvantages: expensive price, large weight, wide dimension, and various electrical losses [17]. The next constraint is to be rectified AC voltage output from transformer to DC first before through CS. CW voltage multiplier can be the solution of various CS charging problems that are cheap, lightweight, small dimensions, and small losses. It also directly generate DC output which can be directly connected to CS.
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In this study, designed CW voltage multipliers for CS charging expected CS has the voltage and energy according to the standard. The voltage and current combination impulse generator works repeatedly in a short time, so it is expected that the duration of charging time is short or only within a few seconds. Capacitor can charge another capacitor faster than other DC supplies that has same voltage [18]. To achieve the duration of the time required a high direct current. When the CS has been overcharge, then there is a problem when removing the charge. The existing grounding tool is a grounding stick, but this tool has many weaknesses such as expensive and generate great power. So need to be designed a tool that can solve the problem. The solution to this discharge problem is to make a damping stick. The damping technique used is the overdamped technique. This technique includes a simple and inexpensive technique, because it only uses resistor and inductor components.

2. Research Method
This research is based on an applicative problem, which is formulated into three main problems, that is how to design Cockcroft-Walton voltage (CW), charge the storage capacitor (CS) load within 10 seconds (Hatfely Hipotronics PIM 100 datasheet), and discharge CS in maximum 15 seconds.

2.1. Flowchart of Research
a) Determination of Charging Time of CS
   The voltage and current combination impulse generator works repeatedly in a short time, so this charging system is expected to reach that voltage in maximum time such as existing tools and up to standards. It is Hatfely Hipotronics 1.2/50μs & 8/20μs Combination Wave Impulse Module.

b) Determination of Targeted Voltage on CS
   Determination of expected voltage on CS based on standard combination of voltage and impulse current. The standard is IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) 61000-4-5. It specifies the impulse voltage waveform is 1.2/50 μs and 8/20μs impulse current waveform. In addition to the waveform is also set value of the components of wave forming. The components are capacitors, inductors and resistors. In this study, the grade 4 is selected. The class chosen is the class that has the largest voltage rating compared to the other class. By designing this class then the charging tool can also be used for charging the other class.

c) Calculation of Output Voltage of CW
   From the parameters specified above, the maximum output voltage of the voltage multiplier can also be obtained by ohms and Kirchhoff laws. The use of these laws is used in this study when CS is right after it is connected to a CW voltage multiplier (transition state). The transition state is calculated by a first order differential equation because there are the capacitor and resistor components in the process of charging CS.

d) Determination of Input Voltage of CW
   The input voltage used adjusts the availability of the power supply in the laboratory. This power supply consists of PT PLN network sources connected to the AC voltage regulator and microwave transformer. The input voltage supply in the CW voltage multiplier circuit is derived from the AC-current voltage. This AC voltage will be multiplied into a higher direct current (DC) voltage.

e) Calculation of The Number of CW Stages
   Based on the input voltage and maximum voltage values above, the number of stages of the CW voltage multiplier circuit can be determined. This determination assumes the ideal constituent component. Ideal component determination due to unavailability of datasheet on component used.

f) Determination of CW Components
   The value of the specified component is the multiplier capacitor and the diode. Capacitance of the multipliers capacitor used is the same unit as the CS. It aims to through a sufficiently large current from the multiplier capacitor to the CS. The diode used is a diode capable of blocking the reverse voltage of the capacitor. The diode must also be able to through a sufficiently large current.
g) Determination of Discharging Time of CS

The discharge time is obtained from standard of discharge Capacitor. This standard(190,486),(847,638) adopted by the National Electrical Code (NEC) 1978 on occupational safety standards when the use of a residual charge capacitor. Residual charge capacitors are flammable and cause electrical shock.

h) Calculation of Discharging Stick Components

Calculation of resistance value of resistor, power resistor, inductance inductor and inductor current based on ohm law and Kirchhoff law. The use of these laws is used in this study when CS is right after it is connected to the discharging circuit (transition state). The transition state is calculated by the second order differential equation because there is the capacitor, inductor and resistor components at the discharge process of CS.

i) Measurements of Maximum Voltage of CW, Charging Time of CS, and Discharging Time of CS

Measurements of high voltage parameters can be performed using high damping probes and high voltage isolation resistances. The maximum voltage results at the CW voltage multiplier, the CS charging time and the CS discharging time are obtained from the high-voltage probe connected to the oscilloscope.

2.2. Research Variables

In research there are two variables such as:

a) Controlled variables

- Input power (Pi). The input power is kept steady by using a power source.
- The value R and C of the Cockcroft Walton voltage multiplier components and L and R of discharging circuit of CS. Cockroft-Walton voltage multiplier components that is kept constant is the type of diode, resistor value and capacitor value, whereas the storage capacitor discharging component that is fixed is the value of the resistor and the value of the inductor.
- Input voltage (Vi(t)). The input voltage of the Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier circuit is kept 1 kV.

b) Dependent variables

- Charging time (tc). The time interval that will be obtained is the time of charging storage capacitor from the state of initial voltage 0 volts to the final voltage of 4 kV.
- Maximum output voltage (Vo). Maximum output voltage from Cockcrof-Walton circuit before connecting storage capacitor.
- Discharge time (td). The time interval that will be obtained is the time of charging storage capacitor from the state of initial voltage 4 kV to end voltage of 0 volt.

3. Design

3.1. Description of General Design

The first step in the research is the design of a six-stage CW circuit capable of charging CS up to 4 kV working voltage. Charging time is expected to only take a maximum of 10 seconds. In this step we will describe the order of determining the value and type of each component in detail. In this step will also be taken into account the distance of each component so that no breakdown voltage occurs [19]. After designing of the first step, it will be simulated by using Matlab Simulink. The purpose of this simulation to ensure the calculation results when designing. With this simulation will reinforce the hypothesis has been estimated, so that when testing can know the truth of data to be taken.

CW is tested twice that is not connected with CS and connected with CS. The test without the CS connected is to know the maximum voltage of the CW. The second test by connecting CW with CS aims to know the time of charging. The data retrieval in this test uses an oscilloscope and a high voltage probe that has 1000x damping. In this study also designed the discharging stick to discharge the CS charge. The charge on CS is discharged after charging up to the expected voltage. The manufacture of this discharging stick is used to avoid the occurrence of work accidents due to electrical charge shock from CS. It is expected that the discharging time up to 15 seconds [20]. This design will be explained in detail so that the target is implemented. After designing of discharging stick, it will be simulated the discharging circuit by using Matlab listing program. The use of listing program because
Matlab Simulink is not able to move the switch when running. The discharging stick can be used after the charging of CS has been done. This test aims to determine the time of discharging of CS charge. To find out the time then used oscilloscope and high voltage probe that has been used in the testing of charging CS.

3.2. Designing of CW Voltage Multiplier

At the design step, a high-voltage multiplier will be designed to charge the CS that the maximum charging time t_c is ten seconds. To achieve these targets then performed calculations and analysis in order to be able to determine the value of CW output voltage, resistors, diodes and capacitors in the CW circuit. The voltage and current combination impulse generator works repeatedly in a short time, then the charging system is expected to reach the voltage within a maximum of 10 seconds. The time is obtained from the existing impulse voltage and current combination wave (havely hypotronics PIM datasheet). Such tools are havely hypotronics PIM 100 1.2/50us & 8/20μs Combination Wave Impulse Module.

Determination of expected final voltage on CS based on standard combination of voltage and impulse current. It is IEC (International Electrotecnical Commission) 61000-4-5. This standard sets the impulse voltage waveform is 1.2/50 μs and the impulse current waveform is 8/20μs. In addition to the waveform is also set value of the components of wave forming. Those are capacitors, inductors and resistors. In this study, the grade 4 standard is selected. The standard in this class sets the CS voltage to be 4 kV. This class is chosen because it has the largest voltage rating compared to the other class. By designing this case, then the charging tool can also be used for charging the other class.

From the parameters specified above, the maximum output voltage of the voltage multiplier can also be obtained by ohms and Kirchhoff laws. The use of these laws is used in this study when CS is right after it is connected to a CW voltage multiplier circuit (transition state). The transition state is calculated by the first order differential equation. Based on (1), the maximum voltage V_{max} of the CW voltage multiplier circuit of 12 kV and final voltage v(t) of 4kV with the voltage ripple of 0 kV can be obtained. The assumption of resistance R in the series of mega ohm due to the absence of datasheet on CS. The calculation of the capacitor C of 25 μF and charging time t to approximately 10 seconds based on (1) as follows:

\[ -RC \ln \left( 1 - \frac{v(t)}{V_{\text{max}}} \right) = t \]  

where,
\[ t : \text{time (s)} \]
\[ R : \text{Resistance (ohm)} \]
\[ C : \text{Capacitance (F)} \]
\[ v(t) : \text{Final voltage (volt)} \]
\[ V_{\text{max}} : \text{Voltage input source (volt)} \]

The determination of stage levels (n) is based on the source of the CW circuit voltage. The source of the supply voltage V_{inmax} is 1 kV, then to achieve V_{out} of 12 kV it takes six stages n according to the (2).

\[ V_{\text{out}} = 2nV_{\text{max}} \]  

where,
\[ V_{\text{out}} : \text{Output voltage} \]
\[ n : \text{The number of stages} \]
\[ V_{\text{inmax}} : \text{Maximum input voltage} \]

Determination of the first component value is the determination of the multiplier capacitor in the CW circuit that is the first requirement is the Cn capacitor capacitor that is serial series greater than 4 kV for the energy of capacitor Cn can move to CS. The second requirement is the potential of Cn capacitors that connect series larger than 12 kV in order to generate 12 kV voltage. The third condition is the minimum multiplier capacitor is worth 0.1 nF in order to avoid voltage stagnation. Therefore, in this study selected capacitor in CW circuit...
with 0.1 μF capacitance with maximum voltage 3 kV. Selected voltage of 3 kV at each of the multiplier capacitors in addition to meeting the total series voltage above 4 kV, but also because the AC input voltage of 1 kV, then the reverse peak voltage on each capacitor $2\sqrt{2}$ kV or 2.8 kV [21]. Determination of the value of the third component is the determination of the diode value in the CW circuit that is with the first condition has the ability to withstand reverse voltage greater than the peak voltage of the capacitor $C_n$ of 2.8 kV, the second condition is capable of conducting the transition current originating from the discharging capacitor $C_{n}'$ multiplier capacitor $C_n$. Therefore, in the study selected diodes in the market but meet the requirements are 2CL72 diodes with a capacity of 10kV / 5mA with a peak of 0.5 A.

To supply the input voltage of a 1 kV CW circuit using a step up transformer with a 220/2000 winding first to raise a voltage of 110 Volts to 1 kV. To set the input voltage of 110 volts then required AC voltage regulator. To avoid the inrush current when starting AC voltage regulator and transformer does not set the input directly to 110 volts, the input voltage should be increased quickly from 0 volts to 110 volts. There are two circuit designs in this study. The first design is the design in Figure 1 (a), the design output is not connected to the CS, aiming to know the maximum voltage. The second design is the design in Figure 1 (b), the output of this design is connected to CS to know $t_c$. The minimum distance is using an electric field ratios of 357014 V/m at each potentially different electric point, therefore potential 12 kV with 0 volts must be a minimum distance of 4 cm. In addition to using the calculation to design the CW voltage multiplier circuit, Matlab Simulink is used to simulate the charging time and output voltage.

![Figure 1. (a) CW with CS (left) and (b) CW without CS](image)

4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Result and Discussion of Experiment

To obtain data of experiment result in this research use high voltage probe with damping 1000x, and also use oscilloscope Hantex MSO5074FG.
a) Result and Discussion of CW Output Voltage without CS

Figure 2 shows the results of the Cockcroft-Walton (CW) output voltage output before connecting the storage capacitor (CS). The maximum output voltage reaches 11.9 kV. In addition to the maximum voltage but the results show that the output voltage is not straight without any voltage ripple. It can be seen that there is a voltage ripple of 950 volts. The ripple is caused by the charging and discharging of the multiplier capacitor, the amount of the series resistance value inside capacitor. The profile signal shows the input current and input voltage values, to show that the input power is kept fixed, it appears that there is no change in the input power input voltage. Also, the input voltage of a 110 volt transformer in the primary winding raised to 1 kV in the secondary winding can generate a maximum output voltage of 12 kV CW.

![Figure 2. Cockcroft-Walton circuit output voltage before connecting storage capacitor in experiment](image)

b) Result and Discussion Charging of CS

Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the experimental results of the CS transient voltage condition when it is supplied with a CW voltage multiplier circuit. It represents that the CS is charged to 4 kV in just 7.9 seconds or less than 10 seconds. In the presence of charging it appears, there is a transient waveform not smooth due to the input voltage multiplier circuit is not adjusted directly reach 110 volts, but by rotating the AC voltage regulator quickly. The arrangement is to avoid the inrush current of the transformer which can damage the CW voltage multiplier circuit. After the CS has reached 4 kV then the input is turned off so that the load on the CS can be discharged through discharging stick. The inductor isolator, is only up to 4 kV. Visible when input is off, voltage drop is very slow due to the small resistance in the CS series.

![Figure 3. Voltage transient of Cockcroft-Walton output voltage transition after connected storage capacitor](image)  ![Figure 4. Voltage transient of Cockcroft-Walton output voltage transition during discharging process](image)
c) Result and Discussion Discharging of CS

In Figure 4 shows the result of CS transient voltage change when the discharging stick is connected to CS having initial voltage of 4 kV. It is seen that the voltage of CS \( v_c(t) \) reaches the point of close to zero volts at 10 second. Thus the energy previously in the capacitor is converted to heat energy in the resistor and the magnetic energy in the inductor.

4.2. Result and Discussion of Simulation

a) Result and Discussion of CW Output Voltage without CS

In the circuit simulation result of the transient transformation of the CW circuit output voltage before being connected to CS occurred. It can be indicated that the voltage rises exponentially then at 5 milliseconds of steady state at a voltage of 12.01 kV and when the enlarged transient state differs from the state of the steady state. The difference is that when the transient state occurs oscillations greater than the steady state state. The voltage at steady state is a pure DC line straight where there is little ripple of voltage.

b) Result and Discussion Charging of CS

According to the circuit simulation, the CS transient voltage change when it is supplied with CW voltage multiplier circuit. It can be exhibited that the voltage increases exponentially indicating that the CS charging process is in progress. The charging reaches a voltage of 4 kV at a second to 9.8. After charged 4 kV, CS will remain charged, it is in experimental state can not be done due to the grounding stick can only release the charge if the capacitor is filled 4 kV. The consequence if the charging process still done is the damage to CS and grounding stick tool itself. The charging process characteristic can be compared with previous result [22-27].

5. Conclusion

According to this experiment, it can be concluded that the design and manufacture of 12 kV Cockcroft-Walton (CW) voltage multiplier circuit was successfully performed with the difference of output voltage result in relatively small theory, simulation and experiment. In the simulation CW circuit shows the result of maximum output voltage of 12.01 kV which has a voltage ripple of 150 volts. In experiments the CW circuit shows a maximum output voltage output of 11.9 kV which has a voltage ripple of 950 volts. The design of CW 12 kV voltage multiplier circuit can be utilized for storage capacitor (CS) charging up to 4 kV according to IEC 61000 4-5 standard. This charging tool completes the CS in time up to 10 seconds. The voltage and current combination impulse generator works repeatedly in a short time, then this charging system can reach the voltage within a maximum of 10 seconds. CS can be charged up to 4 kV in 9.8 seconds at simulation and 7.9 seconds in experiment. Discharging time (td) on CS when the initial voltage has reached 4 kV until the final voltage of 0 kV is completed in a time faster than the expected time of maximum 15 seconds. CS can be discharged within 14.2 seconds on simulation and 10 seconds on experiment.
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